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Let go of unhealthy relationships with the book that more than 850K people have trusted.Best-
selling doctors, Hemfelt, Minirth, and Meier, walk you through their ten proven stages to recovery
from codependency that results from external circumstances. Humans are susceptible to
codependency because of our sinful tendency to use defense mechanisms to fool ourselves. In
codependent relationships, deceitful games are played, and important Christian principles are
often taken out of context and abused. God wants us to have healthy relationships with a
balance between being dependent and independent. The doctors describe how the most
effective means of overcoming codependent relationships is to establish or deepen a
relationship with Christ Himself. They describe the causes of codependency, pointing out the
factors that perpetuate it, and lead readers through their ten stages of recovery.Continue a
deeper study with the Love Is a Choice workbook, available separately.
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IsChapter One The Thread That Runs So TrueGladys Jordan perched on the edge of the chair
with her feet squarely under her, as if she were ready to bolt. Her gnarled fingers laced in and
out of each other, paused to draw a strand of graying hair out of her eyes, then resumed their
anxious movement. Her fact sheet said she was fifty-three. She looked sixty-five.In the chair
beside her, her husband, John, crossed his arms and sat back with a scowl. A stocky, powerful
man, he was by no means fat, but he’d been eating well. Fifty-four years of sun had crinkled up
his eyes and tanned his skin. A contractor by trade, he enjoyed a spotless reputation for always
coming in under bid and on time.“I’m here because Gladys wanted me to come,” he announced.
“I don’t think a psychologist can help. It’s too late.”John Jordan didn’t soften.We understood from
years of experience the unspoken objections behind John Jordan’s guarded attitude, so we



admitted that to him. “You may well feel that being here today is wrong,” we said. “Seeking help
from a psychologist or psychiatrist says that you’re too weak to straighten things out yourself;
perhaps you have no common sense, because that’s all psychology is. After all, healthy people
control their attitudes and emotions at all times. Are we close?”“That’s right.”“John, I understand
you built your contracting firm from scratch.”“Started right out of high school, with a used
pickup.”“How many trucks do you run now?”“Seven pickups, two dumps, a couple vans, a front-
end loader, and a blade.” There was an edge of pride in John’s voice—justifiable, healthy pride.“I
see. Too bad you’re not stronger. If you were strong enough, you wouldn’t need all those
expensive tools. You could carry the loads yourself, level sites with a shovel . . .”John’s face was
a beauty to behold. His expression shifted from confusion to realization (the aha! lightbulb-going-
on look) to a sly twinkle. That twinkle was the first feeble sign that his hostility might be softening
a bit, but the twinkle faded quickly. “I see your point. Counseling is a tool, but it still ends up the
same. If I could just sit down and talk sense into myself, or if my faith were greater—we wouldn’t
be here.”“That’s not so. You don’t move mountains with a word; you use a grader, not because
your faith is lacking but because it’s the way it’s done here on earth. We want to help you and
your wife move a mountain.“Gladys. Thirty-one years of marriage, three children—two boys and
a girl. I assume they’re out on their own now. What are they doing?” we asked.Her voice rasped,
as tight and jittery as her body. “John Junior got his B.A. in business and started a dry-cleaning
business. He says it takes a lot of time and work, but he’s doing very well. Marsha is an ER nurse
at St. Joseph’s Emergency Room. She likes lots of action, you know? She deals well with
pressure. And James is . . .” She licked her lips. “He’s had some problems, but he’s in detox now
and he’ll do just fine.”“John, we understand your faith is very important to both of you. Divorce is
not an option, right? You may have considered murder, but not divorce.”The corners of the
contractor’s mouth turned up, more a grimace than a smile. “You got that right.” The non-smile
melted away and at last a true softening crept into his voice. “Talk about
incompatibility.Irreconcilable differences. That’s us, constantly. Marriage is supposed to be made
in heaven. Ours sure wasn’t! If divorce were an option—if we had the choice—one of us would
have walked out years ago.”Gladys’s features tightened. If we had the choice. She didn’t have to
use the word trapped. It was etched on her sad face.Her hands had not ceased moving since
she sat down. “John doesn’t listen. He doesn’t even try to hear what I say. It’s so frustrating trying
to get through a brick wall.”John countered, “She’s not talking about communication.
Communication is discussing good as well as bad. Everything she says is critical. In her eyes I
can’t do or say anything right. Whatever I provide, she wants more or different. It’s never the right
thing, never good enough.”There was no joy in the Jordans’ marriage and their lives. The din of
their constant friction had drowned out the quiet peace of a happy life. Here, on chairs
positioned six feet apart, sat the ultimate tragedy: two good, sincere people wanting only to love
each other, and they could not.Through the Jordans’ lives—perhaps through yours as well—
runs a common thread causing untold misery and unhappiness. It tugs and pulls at their
subconscious. It affects their judgment and robs them of choice, even as they falsely believe



they are choosing intelligently and well. That strand has been labeled
“codependency.”CODEPENDENCYIn its broadest sense, codependency can be defined as “an
addiction to people, behaviors, or things.” Codependency is the fallacy of trying to control interior
feelings by controlling people, things, and events on the outside. To the codependent, control or
the lack of it is central to every aspect of life.The codependent may be addicted to another
person. In this interpersonal codependency, the codependent has become so elaborately
enmeshed in the other person that the sense of self—personal identity—is severely restricted,
crowded out by that other person’s identity and problems.Additionally, codependents can be like
a vacuum cleaner gone wild, drawing to themselves not just another person, but also chemicals
(alcohol or drugs, primarily) or things—money, food, sexuality, work. They struggle relentlessly to
fill the great emotional vacuum within themselves. Our patients have described it as “walking
around feeling like the hole in the center of the doughnut. There is something missing inside
me.”SUPPORT GROUPSCodependency was first recognized several decades ago as
counselors endeavored to help alcoholics and their families. In the vanguard of this movement
was Alcoholics Anonymous. The founders of AA observed several things about alcoholics: they
were deeply embittered toward God, they were rebellious (independent), and at the same time
they were childishly dependent upon those around them.Although the first AA workers
themselves knew God intimately, they felt that in some way they had to sidestep this bitterness
toward God by using the phrase “God as I understand Him” in their now-famous twelve steps.
Their intention was to focus on the need for outside help. The alcoholic addiction was fought
inch by inch, day by day through application of the steps and attendance at meetings with fellow
alcoholics.AA was successful in rescuing alcoholics, but there was serious fallout—the families
were coming apart within a year after the alcoholics dried out. Workers realized that just as the
alcoholic was dependent upon his or her alcohol, the family very frequently had become just as
dependent upon the alcoholism. They had adjusted not only their whole lives but also their
whole way of perceiving life to accommodate the alcoholic. They enabled that person to keep
the habit up; they denied; they ignored; they circumvented. To the kids especially, this warped life
with an alcoholic parent was “normal.” It was all they knew. The alcoholic was dependent upon
the alcohol. The family was codependent upon alcoholism along with the alcoholic. Thus was
born the term.Al-Anon and Alateen were developed not to aid the alcoholic but those close to
him. The program was designed to restructure the codependent’s way of seeing the world—of
unwarping him or her, if you will—to facilitate adjustment to a brand-new family dynamic.The
concept of dependency and codependency is no longer limited to alcohol; it takes in the rest of
the chemical spectrum—coke, pot, tobacco, heroin, and beyond. The “beyond” includes nearly
any obsessive compulsion, a thing or a behavior carried to excess. Eating disorders (for
example, anorexia or bulimia), sex addiction, rageaholism, workaholism, the compulsion to
spend and spend, an extremely rigid and legalistic approach to living, the compulsion to wash
one’s hands fifty-five times a day—these and other addictions have been placed in the same
class as alcoholism. These disorders and others affect the family and close associates—the



codependents—who may suffer as severely as the dependent or more so.The concept of
codependency embraces the alcoholic also. The word codependent literally means “dependent
with.” People sometimes think of the spouse of the alcoholic as being the only codependent. Not
so. The alcoholic himself or herself is actively codependent. His or her dependency is with a
thing—alcohol. The spouse is dependent upon a person, the alcoholic, and upon the nature of
the relationship as the spouse helps and enables the alcoholic. The two are equally dependent
upon each other—codependent.THE ULTIMATE TRAGEDYAnother tragedy with which we will
deal in later chapters is a problem of multigenerational nature. The serious dysfunction in a
founding family will be absorbed by the children’s families and then their children’s families, a
ripple of misery extending farther and farther down through the years. The dependency or
dysfunction may change: an alcoholic father may sire, for instance, a workaholic son who sires a
compulsive daughter who spends her way to bankruptcy. But it’s there. It’s almost always there,
wreaking its damage.At the clinic we treat many codependents—people with obsessive-
compulsive behavior, their spouses and children, and children of dysfunctional families.
Statisticians estimate that at least fifteen million Americans are alcoholic or drug dependent. We
believe each alcoholic severely impacts at least four other significant people such as spouses,
children, and coworkers. Potentially sixty million codependents suffer from the addiction of those
fifteen million Americans. In addition, it is estimated that about twenty-eight million Americans
are the adult children of alcoholics and still suffer from the codependency they experienced in
their childhoods. And that’s just alcohol. These figures do not address codependency generated
by addictions and compulsions other than chemical abuse; they are, therefore, extremely
conservative. The actual numbers of all codependents are much, much higher.Epidemic. There’s
no other way to describe it. When roughly one hundred million Americans across two concurrent
generations suffer problems of codependency, we are embattled by an epidemic of staggering
degree. The unhappiness, despair, and wasted life lie beyond comprehension.Thousands of the
patients at The Minirth Clinic and Meier New Life clinics throughout the country are
codependents, and each of us counsels them, either as a psychiatrist (Dr. Frank Minirth and Dr.
Paul Meier) or as a psychologist (Dr. Robert Hemfelt). The goal of counsel is twofold: to ease the
immediate problems caused by codependency, and to prevent damage in the future, both to the
code-pendents and to the generations following.You stand a one-in-four chance of suffering
from problems caused by codependency. What problems? Divorce and relationship difficulties,
substance abuse, compulsive behaviors you can’t seem to control, anger beyond reason,
depression, and more. These are massive problems, recurring problems, problems that
undermine your happiness and make life dismal.What about you? Is codependency at the root
of your unhappiness? And more important, if so, can it somehow be expunged to ease the
misery?There are two important reasons why you should examine your life and correct problems
of codependency if they exist. One is to improve your own life, making it more manageable and
controlled and avoiding serious mistakes. The other reason is the children, both yours and those
around you. The impact of codependency, remember, is multigenerational. Problems in this



generation warp the next and condemn those following unless the cycle is broken. One of the
most moving comments we heard came from a young woman in therapy: “I’m not sure I’ll ever
fully achieve peace and happiness, but I’ve saved my children from this pain.”The Jordans
needed the guiding hand of a trained counselor to unravel their tangled marital knot. We showed
them what we as impartial observers could see. In this book we will walk you through that same
process. In Part Two we will explore the causes of codependency: unmet emotional needs, lost
childhood, and the compulsion to fix the dysfunctional family. You’ll see how we brought each of
the Jordans to terms with the past. They analyzed it, raged about it, grieved over it, made peace
with it. As you watch the Jordans deal with these issues, weigh their situation against your own
personal circumstances.In Part Three we’ll look at the factors that lock codependents, like the
Jordans, in a perpetual cycle of pain: the snowball effect of addiction, their denial, and their
anger. Most of the thoughts and factors influencing the codependent’s life are either buried,
ignored, or unrecognized. We’ll uncover them.Next, in Part Four, we’ll help you look at how
codependency influences your relationships and how you can halt the destructive tapes playing
in your mind.Finally we’ll take you stage by stage through the sometimes painful, sometimes
exhilarating, steps to recovery. Discoveries of driving forces you never realized you had will
emerge as you inventory your past. Anger will boil. Grief will work its healing. New choices and
new directions will take you farther than you ever dreamed. It won’t be easy.Today the Jordans
do not float airily through an idyllic existence. Their healing is much more profound and practical.
John is still a workaholic, but he’s aware of it now and compensates. Gladys understands better
her place in the marriage. Most important, they know the ways in which the past drove them, and
they are learning to circumvent those driving forces that once ruled so cruelly. For the first time in
their lives, John and Gladys are tasting real happiness.Much depends upon your desire to free
yourself from the ghosts of your own past. The children in your life will benefit, perhaps
immeasurably. Your own happiness and ability to genuinely love hinge on the decisions you
make now.Let’s begin by looking at the ten traits of a codependent.Chapter TwoThe Way
Codependency WorksHe was a depression-era kid, seven years old in 1929 when the stocks
took their fatal plunge. “See?” his old man said. “Never put faith in money, Jerry boy.” His father,
Phil Braley, didn’t either. Whatever Phil Braley earned was spent within twenty-four hours. Same
with his wife, Maude. Phil was never actually out of work, as were so many then. He remained
fairly steadily employed as a delivery truck driver. Maude kept a little garden in her Los Angeles
backyard and sometimes took in laundry. But no matter how much money she made, she never
had any. Her wages disappeared as fast as Phil’s.From age nine on, only son Jerry Braley was
never without a paying job. One of his best-paying jobs didn’t last long; a covert cell of anarchists
hired him to stuff political pamphlets under people’s front doors after dark. The group was
arrested and Jerry went on to more mundane jobs—sweeping floors, delivering papers and
phone books, hawking oranges door-to-door.Whenever he passed the Western Auto store, he’d
check out the bikes. At first he wanted the red flyer with the mock tank on the crossbars and the
pinstriping on the fenders. Then he didn’t care whether it had any extras. Eventually, he didn’t



care what color it was. He wanted a bike. Any bike. He hungered. He yearned. And yet, for all the
years he worked, he never accumulated enough money to buy a bike. His money always went to
something the family needed when Dad was between paydays.In high school Jerry was very
competitive and excelled in athletics. At home he excelled in keeping creditors at bay. The family
shopped at two local grocery stores and had accounts past due at both. Jerry would try one. If
they refused to let him run up the bill further, he’d reshelve his purchases, highly embarrassed,
and try the other store.His family never owned a house or phone. Jerry was so ashamed of their
rentals that when he got a ride home from school he’d get dropped off two blocks away. He
painfully feared that someone would learn where he really lived.Jill’s family coped with the
insecurity and tight money of the depression in just the opposite way. She, too, was seven when
the market crashed. Her father, too, managed to remain employed throughout the depression,
for he was a splendid carpenter. There the similarity ended. Phil Braley was a genial, laid-back,
easygoing guy, ever ready to lend you a buck if he had it. Jill’s father, Peter Winthrop, a tense
and thundering rageaholic, hoarded every dime. Jill’s family, like Jerry’s, did without but not
because of spendthrift ways. Just the opposite; money that should have gone for family needs
went into the savings account instead. Belt-tightening eased and the country moved into war
and prosperity. Phil Braley still never had a dime, and Peter Winthrop still hoarded every dime.
Economic circumstances changed; the two families didn’t.Jerry grew into a handsome man,
mature and poised. He was a little late starting a family, because he served in Korea and spent
several years building a brokerage. During the war, Jill rose from clerk to director of the Los
Angeles County Public Safety office. “A born manager,” her superiors called her.When Jill and
Jerry met, it was love at first sight. Handsome bachelor wedded dark, slim beauty. As the years
passed, Jerry amassed a chain of grocery stores and a major interest in a local bank. He’s now
worth in excess of fifty-five million. No Scrooge, he’s an affable people-lover who spends well
and frequently. He knows where to put his charity dollars and whom to trust. He knows how to
live well.Jill changed, too, her friends say. She always had responded to frightening or
problematic situations by tightening control and screaming a lot. But instead of mellowing, she
just kept getting worse. A compulsive cleaner, she hollered whenever Jerry or their only child,
Bill, disturbed her tidiness by the mere act of living in the house. She criticized happy old Jerry
every time he spent a dime, which was often. And her constant, extreme dieting was starting to
threaten her health.Jill and Jerry came into our clinic recently, not for themselves but for their
son. Bill, at thirty-six, was the pride and the bane of their existence.Jerry wagged his head sadly.
“We gave the boy everything we could. If he wanted something, it was his. The best schools, the
best home . . . everything. It’s as if he has turned on us; and yet he hasn’t. All I know is,
something has to be done, and he’s not about to do it himself. We’re here hoping you can tell us
how to reach him; how to get him straightened out before he ruins his life and our grand-kids’
lives.”“Tell us about Bill.”Jill grimaced, a tight prune face. “He majored in business administration
in college. Jerry planned to give him the reins of the corporation someday, after he built up the
necessary experience. A month before he was supposed to graduate from Yale he went into the



Peace Corps or whatever they call it now. Lived like some bum in South America. I forget which
country he went to.”Jerry chimed in, “But he only lasted a couple of months over there. He came
home, went back to school, and took an interest in the business. A year later he flew to Boston
with a woman . . . lived with her about eight months.”Jill’s lips tightened into a thin white line. “She
was, ah, of a different background . . . different socioeconomic status. She was everything you
hope and pray your son will never run into. We can’t imagine what possessed him to get involved
with her. It’s the worst, most horrible thing he could ever do.”“Then he met Karen,” Jerry
continued. “Sweet girl, goes to our church. Really a very nice girl. They have three children and a
lovely home. The children go to a private school, a very good school. You’d think he would be
content at last.”“He works for your company?”“Yes. He’s senior vice president. I’m grooming him
to take it over.”If Jerry was proud of him, why did the voice sound so sad? “Why did you come
see us, exactly?”Jill looked like a storm at sea. Everything about her demeanor was bleak. “He’s
a . . . I guess you’d call him a sexaholic. Runs around on Karen constantly, with some of the most
repulsive women you’d ever meet. I hesitate to call him depraved, but that’s very close to it.”“And
he gambles.” Jerry sounded so weary. “Compulsive gambler.Dogs, ponies, Super Bowl—his
own bookie. Has a free suite whenever he wants it at three different hotels in Vegas. We’re not
talking penny-ante poker here. We’re talking the big baccarat tables upstairs. I mean he
gambles.”“Let’s discuss the use of alcohol in your family.”“Nothing to discuss.” Jerry brightened.
“Neither my parents nor Jill’s used it. Jill and I are both teetotalers. And to the best of my
knowledge, Bill never drinks.”“Are you familiar with the term codependency?”Jill fumed, wide-
eyed. “Absolutely not! Unthinkable! That’s a problem with alcoholics. My son is many things, but
he is no drunkard! Nor has he ever been near one. Don’t you dare so much as mention
it!”Despite Jill’s bitter responses, her son, Bill, she, and her husband, as well, demonstrated the
classic symptoms of extreme codependency. Although it has been unrecognized for a long time,
it has become a disease of today. Codependency is emerging as the problem, in part because
today’s lifestyle, attitudes, and goals magnify code-pendent tendencies. For generations the
problem has been brewing, building. Now, fed by modern living, it’s exploding.Counselors are
beginning to deal effectively with codependency. We have identified specific traits of
codependents. As we go through these traits, see if they sound familiar.1. A codependent is
driven by one or more compulsions. The behavior may not always be labeled “bad”; in fact, some
compulsions, such as workaholism, are valued in certain segments of society. Whether valued
or repulsive, it’s there. Some common compulsions are alcohol, drugs, physical abuse of others,
eating disorders, sexual addictions. Others are more subtle but no less driving: a need to count
things, the need to arrange things geometrically or in a line, compulsive hand-washing.Your
answer to the question “What do you seek most in life?” may reveal some compulsion. Are you in
pursuit of money, prestige, power? If so, like Jerry Braley, you may be addicted to money or
material things. Material gifts were Jerry’s way of expressing love. He never spent time with Bill.
He simply was never there for the boy. He spent his time making money and spent the money
lavishly on Bill. It’s the way he would have wished to be treated in his own impoverished



childhood.Mr. Jordan’s problem was workaholism, an addiction just as powerful as alcoholism or
drug abuse. “I’m a self-made man,” John proclaimed, “building a two-hundred-thousand-gross
business with a pickup truck and a lot of guts. It takes a six-day workweek and late hours to
accomplish what I accomplished.”Is there some habit or repetitive pattern (anything from foot-
tapping to marrying the wrong people time after time) that dominates your life?2. The
codependent is bound and tormented by the way things were in the dysfunctional family of
origin. The ghosts of our past—our nurturing years and the childhoods of our parents and their
parents on back—wrap their eerie fingers around our present. Sometimes they whisper and
sometimes they shout. The din can be helpful or damaging.Jerry’s poignant hunger in his youth
—the bike he could never afford, the money that always disappeared, the constant need to earn,
the shame and embarrassment—left a single indelible mes-sage: “It’s not enough.” The ghosts
of his past scream, “There is never enough! Make more! Spend more! Money is the measure.”
Today his fifty-five million is not enough. He must earn more. The ghost of that red bicycle in the
Western Auto store still speaks, even though Jerry could now buy the whole Western Auto
chain.Jill is a controller. She spent a frayed childhood trying to avert her father’s rages. Today,
not surprisingly, she controls with harsh criticism and rage. Her ghosts, too, cry, “It’s not enough!”
In the past she was severely censured for every cent spent. Today she can’t stand to see money
spent. It must be saved. Hoarded. Hear the ghosts?The ghosts of the past were extraordinarily
destructive in the relationship of John and Gladys Jordan. Mrs. Jordan’s father was an alcoholic.
As she grew up she could never trust him to be there when she needed him. He didn’t listen to
her; indeed, in his alcoholic stupor he was unable to comprehend. Her heart learned from her
yesterdays that “all fathers are dulled and unheeding,” regardless of what her eyes and head
today might see.Mr. Jordan’s father was an obsessive authoritarian for whom nothing was ever
quite good enough. No matter what efforts little John made, Papa could see ample room for
improvement. The only comment was criticism. Now whenever Gladys Jordan voiced a need or
concern, John heard only the message “What you’re doing is not enough.”See the pattern? Mr.
Jordan, in fact, listened carefully to his wife and genuinely tried to understand. To the detached
observer her accusation was unwarranted. Still, what she heard and saw was her original father,
the man of the house. She could not get past that ghost to see the real man she married.Mr.
Jordan had just as severe a problem. The ghost of his past turned everything Gladys said into
criticism. In truth, because of this tendency of his, she avoided criticizing him, even in healthy
ways. The ghosts of their pasts managed to shout down reality.Were we to deal only with the
Jordans’ surface problems—the lack of communication and the misperceptions—they could be
in counseling for a hundred years and never budge off dead center. The ghosts must first be
silenced.Every person has these ghosts to some extent. In a healthy personality they are
virtually silent, providing nothing more than a helpful little peep now and then. In the strongly
codependent personality, they warp reality.How loudly or how often do you hear your mom’s or
dad’s voice today? Does a phrase such as “You never do anything right” echo in your mind?3.
The codependent’s self-esteem (and maturity, frequently) is very low. Gladys Jordan could have



justifiably mentioned her husband’s shortcomings. She might have challenged his boasts of
success with, “Self-made man, maybe. But where were you when the kids were croupy? Your
son’s graduation night, you were mixing cement to finish a job on schedule. You’re so busy
making yourself, you never have time for the kids or me.” But she didn’t and she wouldn’t,
because her self-image was so poor she had neither the courage nor the desire to speak
up.Was Bill Braley a senior vice president in his father’s company because he was good or
because he was the son? Everything he knew about himself came out of his parents; he was
never his own man. In his youth he heard lips say “Money isn’t important” even as his parents
weighed everything by its monetary value and argued bitterly over whether to spend or save.
Even his image emerged confused and torn between polar extremes.How contented with
yourself are you? Do you defend yourself from unfair criticism? Do you feel as if you have no
friends? What does that tell you about your self-esteem?4. A codependent is certain his or her
happiness hinges on others. A code-pendent’s happiness depends almost totally on what others
do and think. Jerry and Jill came to us not to improve their own happiness but because of their
son’s behavior should his peccadilloes and his scandals become common knowledge. Jerry did
his best to buy love: it was the only way he knew. Jill was not happy if she were not in complete
control of herself and everyone around her. Such control was impossible; she was never
happy.John and Gladys were typically codependent as well. Mrs. Jordan believed, “If only he
would listen to me, I could be happy. Our marriage would work then.”Mr. Jordan felt, “If she’d get
off my back, I’d love her more and make this marriage better.”Have you heard these words?“If he
or she would only change, I would be happy.”“If he or she will just express approval of me and
my actions, I’ll be happy.”“The only reason he or she is doing that is to destroy my peace of mind.
He or she wants to hurt me and it’s working.”Do you need that perfect marital mate to make your
life complete?5. Conversely, a codependent feels inordinately responsible for others. Parents are
quite properly responsible for dependent children. That’s not an issue here. Rather, the
codependent feels acutely and personally responsible for just about everyone’s happiness,
feelings, thoughts, actions—even the ability to stay out of trouble.“If I don’t intervene, he or she
will err grievously.”“I am causing his or her misery; if I work hard enough at being better, he or
she will be happy.”“I don’t want to handle this job/project, but ____________ asked me, so I will.
What I want is not as important as what ___________ wants.”6. The codependent’s relationship
with a spouse or Significant Other Person (SOP) is marred by a damaging, unstable lack of
balance between dependence and independence. No one shows that unstable extreme better
than Bill Braley. In college, still completely financially dependent upon his parents, he felt a trap
closing. He fled to South America, an act of desperate defiance. Extreme independence. And
yet, so dependent was he upon home, he was back in months. Again that wildly independent
escape to Boston . . . and within months, the yo-yo string was wrapping up, pulling him home. His
career, the payment of his mortgage and his children’s school bills—all that is still dependent in
large part on his father. And now he is rebelling again, furiously independent, by flying in the face
of all his parents hold dear with his gambling and sexual exploits.The opposite of codependency



(and this cannot be said too often) is not independence. The dependent and codependent in a
situation involving addiction are too independent; they’re spitting in the world’s eye, defying
reason, common sense, and moral opinion even as they are dependent.The opposite of
codependency is interdependence. Each of us is born with a God-given need for relationships
with others and a God-given gift to strike a healthy balance in those relationships between
dependence and independence. Healthy interdependent persons can be dependent enough to
open themselves up and be vulnerable. At the same time they hold a unique self-concept, which
needs no other person to complete.The best reason to attend a county fair is to see the six-up
and eight-up draft horse teams—the great shires, Belgians, and Clydesdales. It’s worth the price
of admission just to feel the ground shake as they canter. The horses of a given team look very
much alike, for they are matched for color and conformation. But inside, each horse has a
distinct, clearly defined personality with sharp dislikes and preferences. Each is unique. Those
horses are carefully chosen for their interdependence. In harness each pulls his own weight,
each does his own thing, but he does it synchronously with the others. He works fully
independently, and yet he is fully dependent upon the moves and the work of his teammates.
Just as the well-matched team of horses functions in concert, so do the relationships of a
healthy, noncodependent adult—including that amazing creature, the human adult in love.7. The
codependent is a master of denial and repression. Codependency comes out of a dysfunctional
family of origin. And yet the codependent quite sincerely defends that family. If the codependent
remembers details of childhood at all, frequently those details are isolated or were not as
memory would have them. Codependents usually cannot see things as they are, will not
evaluate circumstances as being as bad as they are, pretend bad things aren’t happening, and
find introspection too painful.In talking about her father, Gladys Jordan repeatedly added, “But
he was actually a wonderful person down inside.” John Jordan praised his father, insisting, “If my
father weren’t the way he was, I would not have developed the determination to be so
successful. I owe him a lot.”8. The codependent worries about things he or she can’t change and
may well try to change them. They are frustrated, trying to control things and persons that are
beyond their control and always will be. We discuss at length the relationship of negative self-
concept and worry, or anxiety, in our book Worry-Free Living. People with a negative self-
concept often expect to fail because they believe they are failures. When they view the future,
they see disappointment, defeat. If reality proves them correct—if they do experience defeat—
their frustration leads to even lower self-esteem. The embattled Jordans tried, to no avail, to
achieve peace for thirty-one years. “See? I tried to do it and couldn’t.I’m weak. Ineffectual.
Worthless. I’m what I thought I was all along.”9. Foremost, a codependent’s life is punctuated by
extremes. Personal relationships are marked by extreme ups and downs, hots and colds. Lovers’
quarrels recapitulate World War II and the loving moments make Bacchus look dull. Jill’s father
snuggled his daughter one moment and flew into a rage at her the next. He wasn’t on booze or
drugs; that’s the way he was, and he couldn’t help it.Hoarding and spending, bankruptcy
(possibly repeated), rage and tenderness, love and war—life hardly ever remains on an even



keel for long. The perfect Mr./Ms. Right romance ends in messy divorce. This extreme
polarization in the codependent’s actions and relationships is one of the strongest hallmarks.The
codependent’s attitudes about authority are usually extreme as well. The same person who is
cloyingly self-abasing in the presence of the boss at work may exercise excessive authority at
home. The codependent may deeply fear certain authorities and snub others.Again, there is no
healthy balance, no sense of self-determination. It’s another function of the polarizing nature of
the codependent’s life and attitudes.10. Last, a codependent is continually looking for the
something that is lacking or missing in life.We mentioned in chapter 1 that patients sometimes
describe their state as “Walking around feeling like I have a huge hole, like the center of a
doughnut, inside of me. There’s something missing inside.”Codependents are restless and
discontent regardless of external circumstance. Jerry Braley bought more and more of
everything. He never had enough. Jill could never save enough. She could never exercise
enough control. The crash diets so dangerous to her health were functions of that insatiable
desire for total control. She couldn’t control Jerry’s money habits. She couldn’t control Bill’s self-
destructive and shameful behavior. She could control her food intake, but it didn’t fill the hole.
And whatever Bill Braley’s sexual excesses, he soon wanted more—that hadn’t been enough.
His gambling sated nothing; it, too, made him hungry for more.These ten traits (see page 23)
lock codependents into three responses that influence every day of their lives.• Our concept of
family and adulthood is shaped by our childhood, and we are bound (or condemned, some
would say) to repeat the family experience we remember.• In addition to repeating the childhood
experience, we let it shape most of our choices and even the way we perceive things.• Logical
and rational thought cannot alter the first two items. The adult child of an alcoholic swears, “I will
never ever marry a drinker and subject my family to the suffering I endured.” That child will
almost invariably pick an alcoholic or similarly dysfunctional mate despite all the good intentions,
despite the hard knowledge of what dysfunction is like. Reason and logic seem to fly right out
the window, banished by the seductive siren’s song of the past.The child may begin with the
same premise, as did Gladys Jordan: “I will never marry a drinker”; and she may pick someone
who seems the exact opposite, only to find some other addiction barring happiness. John did
not touch alcohol, but he was every bit as powerfully addicted to work. Gladys was in a
codependent relationship all the same.It is important here to see that Gladys made her marriage
choice not with her reasoning mind (though she thought she did) but as a reaction to her own
father’s alcoholism. And that alcoholism stirred unwelcome ghosts throughout her married
life.There was no alcohol whatever in the Braley family. And yet harsh, driving codependency
raged like wildfire from one generation through the next.TIME WILL NOT MEND
CODEPENDENCYThe codependent will not improve with time. It will not get better tomorrow. It
will get worse. Happiness and contentment, so elusive now, will fade ever further even if external
circumstances improve. Can it be fatal? Yes. Codependency is never written as the cause of
death on a death certificate. But extreme codependency can lead to severe depression and
suicide. Physical health deteriorates, permitting illnesses that would otherwise not be a problem.



Many of codependency’s compulsions and addictions, such as alcoholism, drug abuse, and
eating disorders, are life-threatening. Rage and physical abuse can endanger the lives of
innocents.There are steps to take that will help you reverse your descent into misery, but you
must take them. They won’t just happen. Much depends upon your desire to free yourself from
the ghosts of your own past, the causes of codependency, which we will discuss in Part
Two.THE TEN TRAITSOF A CODEPENDENT1. The codependent is driven by one or more
compulsions.2. The codependent is bound and often tormented by the way things were in the
dysfunctional family of origin.3. The codependent’s self-esteem (and, frequently, maturity) is
very low.4. A codependent is certain his or her happiness hinges on others.5. Conversely, a
codependent feels inordinately responsible for others.6. The codependent’s relationship with a
spouse or Significant Other Person (SOP) is marred by a damaging, unstable lack of balance
between dependence and independence.7. The codependent is a master of denial and
repression.8. The codependent worries about things he or she can’t change and may well try to
change them.9. A codependent’s life is punctuated by extremes.10. A codependent is constantly
looking for the something that is missing or lacking in life.Part TwoThe Causes
ofCodependencyChapter ThreeUnmet Emotional NeedsLOVE HUNGERNarcissus, classic
Greek legend tells us, was a very beautiful, and very aloof, young man. Lovely nymphs threw
themselves at him, but he spurned them all. He never fell in love until the day he saw his
reflection in a quiet pool. Instantly he became infatuated with that splendid specimen—
himself.Completely enamored of the image, Narcissus pined at the poolside, and of course his
love went unrequited. When he spoke there was no response. Whenever he reached down and
touched the gorgeous reflection it fled, scattered by surface ripples. Eventually, he wasted away
to death. The nymphs wanted to burn his body, but it vanished. In its place grew our familiar
garden flower, native to the eastern Mediterranean, which we call by his name.To most people
today the term narcissism carries some unpleasant connotations. Narcissism is an inordinate
love of self, a life view that is completely self-centered. But some professionals use the concept
without that negative connotation to describe that inborn narcissistic, or love hunger, which we
all possess.This love hunger, in contrast to narcissism, is a very positive drive, the God-given
need to love and be loved that is born into every human infant. It is a legitimate need that must
be met from cradle to grave. If children are deprived of love—if that primal need for love is not
met—they carry the scars for life.Meeting the need to be loved is critically important even when
babies are too young to exercise abstract understanding. You cannot merely tell a baby “I love
you” as you stroll past the crib. You must convey love in nonverbal ways the infant innately
understands. Cuddling, cooing, and talking to the baby are as important as warmth and food.
This is why hospitals recruit volunteers or schedule staff to simply sit and rock newborns, even
preemies sprouting cobwebs of IVs. Infants can literally die if deprived of love.LOVE TANKSIn
our clinics we illustrate love hunger by drawing a heart-shaped love tank (love tanks, as you may
guess, are reservoirs for love). Imagine being a newborn child possessing a heart-shaped love
tank deep inside yourself. Were the tank to have a gas gauge, it would be nudging empty at the



beginning.Now picture above that tank two other tanks, your biological parents. Over the course
of years they fill your tank from their own tanks. Fifteen or twenty years later, as you wean
yourself from the original family and go forth to build a family of your own, your tank is pretty well
filled. Now an adult, you’re primed and ready to fill the tanks of your own children, who in turn will
be able to fill the tanks of their children. Thus in a normal, functional family, love is transmitted
from generation to generation, poured down from parents to children (see the illustration on
page 29).In a family of eight, the parents can still adequately fill all the little love tanks from their
own, as much as parents of one or two children. The analogy is not quantitative in that sense,
but it is quantitative in other senses.What if one of the parents is not available for some reason?
The child has, at best, half a reservoir to draw from and usually less.Consider Gladys Jordan’s
family of origin. Her father was an alcoholic. His love tank, almost certainly low to start with,
drained further and further as his alcoholism progressed. He had less and less to offer his child
as he became increasingly self-involved. She would ask for things, including quite necessary
things, and he would not get around to providing them. Promises he made were constantly
broken. Oftentimes, in his drunken stupor he didn’t hear her at all. He was not available
emotionally, and at times physically, to fill her love tank.But surely little Gladys could draw from
Mom, right? No. Mom was preoccupied with Dad, either keeping his alcoholism a family secret
or trying to help Dad shape up. It was Mom who held the family together, kept the shaky finances
afloat, agonized over the tragedy they were all living through. She grew increasingly angry,
depressed, disappointed with life. Although she truly loved Gladys and wanted the best for her,
functionally she was no more available on a consistent basis than was Dad. Gladys came out of
her family of origin with her love tank still near empty. She became a code-pendent adult.Even if
the love flow does not stop, it may be severely restricted. In Mr. Jordan’s case, both parents
loved little John deep in their hearts and sincerely desired to give him their full measure of
affection. But Papa was maddeningly perfectionistic.“Of course he loves you, Johnny. That’s just
the way he is,” Mama would say, and down inside she, too, hated that nagging perfectionism.
Johnny heard the word love on his mother’s lips but with his unconscious childhood radar he
could pick up the resentment. And he received only criticism from his father’s lips. The parents
were caught up in so much pain, the family so stressed by friction and dissatisfaction, that the
love flow nearly stopped in spite of their feelings and best intentions. John Jordan grew up with
the unnatural hunger for love that is typical of the codependent adult.Charles and Sandy
Dumont, typical of hundreds of couples we’ve counseled, visit our office. They are fairly affluent
and comfortable externally. Strangers watching them drive by in their BMW would say they were
a family who had it made. Internally, Sandy can’t stand the aloof and distant man her husband
has become. Charles, owner of a chain of computer stores, despises the way his wife puts
monetary values on absolutely everything. He doesn’t enjoy talking to her anymore because she
constantly brings up costs and prices. In seventeen years of marriage they’ve agreed on only
one thing: “We’ve been in emotional pain for years. Our marriage is a fiasco. But we’re taking
care of Junior. He’s the pride and joy of the family.”A counselor could only respond with the



caution, “I know you mean well, but Junior is in just as much pain and travail as you are.“You’ve
heard it said that when a mother carrying a fetus drinks, she drinks for two, for the baby is
drinking also. True. But it doesn’t end at birth. The family is, in a sense, an expanded womb. Any
significant and unrelieved pain, tension, and difficulty the parents feel is imparted to the children,
usually to a great extent.”When Charles and Sandy Dumont experience chronic unhappiness,
little Junior Dumont will surely suffer and pay.In order to keep the parents’ tanks filled, there must
be a consistently nurturing relationship between them. At the clinic we sketch a bond between
your parents’ tanks. In a normal, functional family, that bond is mutual love and respect—genuine
friendship, if you will, between Mom and Dad.In the ideal love-tank sketch, a huge heart tank
hovers above the parents’ and child’s—God. Our love is flawed; His is perfect. Ours has limits;
His does not. Ours depends upon the response we receive;He acts in our best interests whether
we requite His love or not. We cannot make each other happy; He can. He is the ultimate source
of nurturing. Under the best-case scenario, the parents receive His love freely and with full tanks
send it freely on to the child (see illustration below).So what if the parents are at odds, you say,
as long as they can adequately love the child? The point is, unless they are keeping each other’s
tanks replenished, they cannot adequately pass a filled tank to their child. In fact, parental
friction often engenders a particularly sad situation. Without realizing it, one or both parents may
reverse the flow. To meet their own innate needs they draw from the child’s tank what little he or
she has, leaving the child with less than nothing.If we were to coin another definition for
codependency, we might say, “It’s the condition when the love tanks are running on
empty.”Doctor Hemfelt still remembers a tree from his childhood. It had started out as a normal
tree. But at some point in its growth it was struck by lightning. The bolt ripped its trunk and felled
it, but the tree survived. It continued to grow, as trees do, the roots reaching downward and the
top expanding upward from its new and nearly prostrated position. The tree’s position, its
attitude, was permanently offset, skewed by that lightning strike. Similarly, codependency skews
a person’s attitude. The codependent’s whole way of looking at things is thrown off-kilter.THE
FOUR-TIER RE LATIONSHIP CAKEAnother illustration we use frequently at the clinic is an
allusion probably most appealing near mealtimes. We draw a big four-layer cake (page 33). In a
sense you are that cake, because this is the way codependency operates deep within you.The
top layer consists of the symptoms you can see. Addictions, including the nonsubstance abuses
such as workaholism, rage-aholism, behavioral compulsions, and many other symptoms form
the surface layer. In John Jordan’s case, it was his extreme willingness to spend time and energy
on his business goals rather than his family—classic workaholism presented in today’s society
as a desirable attitude.The next layer down (the second layer) is the relationship level. Like the
tree struck by lightning, the person finds that all relationships are skewed or distorted by what
happened before. But what is the lightning that causes this?ADDICTIONS,COMPULSIONSThe
third layer, the lightning, the cause most commonly fingered as the culprit, is some form of
abuse. At the clinic we use a much wider definition for abuse than the ones you read about in the
daily paper. We’ll devote the next full chapter to these sometimes silent forms of abuse because



they are fundamentally important. These various forms and methods of abuse, building the third
layer of your cake, underlie the twisted personal relationships and surface symptoms of
codependency. But there is a deeper foundation still.The fourth layer, the very bottom, is that
hunger for love that is as much a part of us as breathing. It cannot be satisfied by substitutes; it
must be met. A person with significant unmet emotional needs walks about as a half-person,
constantly seeking another person to provide the missing half. This halfness, this less-than-
wholeness, incidentally, is the root of many tragic problems in marriage, like the Jordans’ and the
Dumonts’.Patients may express this hunger when they describe their marriage relationship in
this way: “We’re like two half-people trying to come together to make a whole.” This condition is
far from new. We can even see codependency in a classic literary character from Merrie Olde
England, although no one identified the condition that long ago.RUNNING ON EMPTY
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Basils, “Difficult to read.. I purchased this book on the advice of my pastor. I'm almost finished
with the book and must say that it is a difficult read. Why? Because it has illuminated my own
dysfunction due to my parental upbringing. It's painful and downright depressing to come to
realize some of the reasons I have been making such poor decisions in my life. I's good that I
understand this, but still......it's been a tough book to read. However, I do recommend it as it can
help you to understand yourself better.”

Tia E, “Great Read. This book to me on the journey of true healing and has put me on the road to
recovery! Just as the author stated..it will begin like a roller coaster, uncertain of what will
happen when you reach the peak. Once the first dive into the pain of the past is completed, the
residual pain you experience is decreased and you come to place where you smile and you
begin to enjoy the ride. So - now the ride is over and I have to continue this journey with my Lord
and savior Jesus Christ leading, guiding and walking with me every step of the way.”

drscot, “This book exposes the causes and cures of much dysfunction in today's families. Get it
and read it.. This is the best book ever for understanding dysfunction in families and oneself,
AND what and how to do something about it. It isn't a totally self-help book because the authors
recognize that some issues are too complex and deep for one to self-treat. Therefore
professional therapy is readily recommended, but it is sufficient to give one the awareness of the
issue of co-dependence and how it effects virtually everyone to one degree or another as well as
directing one toward the path of healthy relationships. I read this book nearly 20 years ago and
applied it to my life almost daily. I have purchased this book to give to others and will read it yet
again.”

Texas Sue, “It Changed my life. Changed my life as I learned "why" I did and felt the way I do. It
covers most all people. Some chapters are not for everyone. Find the chapter that you relate to
and read it many times until you relate to it's truth. Some chapters I only needed to read once
and it hit home, others I struggled with knowing that I needed more time to understand...”

Ebook Library Reader, “Game Changer for your personal growth journey!. As an adovate and
practioner of personal growth through spiritual connection with God, I have read many books.
Love is a Choice is one of but a few pivotal readings that offer practicle advice in our daily
struggles to be closer to God and become healthy adults. Highly recommend as a keep sake on
your bookshelf as a tool forpersonal growth  that can be us as a lifelong resource.”

Machelle, “This is a Life Line Book!!! A MUST READ!!!. This is an excellent book! I learn
something life changing with every turn of the page. Love is a Choice and we all struggle with
some degree of Co-dependency. The knowledge in this book transcends time, written in the



1980's (published in 1989, when I was 10 yrs. old) but it proves that peoples' life issues and
habits don't change unless they actively work to change them. I recommend this book to every
person I know that is struggling with life issues, tormented, unhealthy and broken
relationships.Thanks to this book my life makes more sense and I am learning how to build
strong healthy relationships, but most importantly it is helping me repairing my marriage.”

Ebook Library Reader, “AWEsome. I’m so glad that I was able to read this book before I have my
first child (due may 22) and to deal with my empty love tank so that I can better fill his. I’d
recommend this book to literally anyone who’s childhood wasn’t all they’d hoped it be; anyone
with divorced parents growing up and anyone who struggles to love themselves.”

Angela, “Great content. Arrive in good time, great condition - recommend.”

Clare Duke, “Well worth reading.. Very good read. I got a lot out of it.”

missy c mor, “good service. good book”

francinacole, “Love is a Choice. A good read giving lots of food for thought.”

jgt, “Five Stars. Good”

The book by Paul D.  Meier has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 551 people have provided feedback.
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